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POSITION, NOV 2022 — MAY 2024 (1.5 YEARS)

Fullstack Developer @ Freelance

I've built various projects as an individual contractor/contributor for a while.

After leaving EPAM , I thought that I need to reconsider my career, take a

break and then find a company where I'll stick for a longer time. Meanwhile,

I've worked on projects at companies such as Frame , datarockets  and

others. I've built large-scale products, sometimes as a standalone
developer (except infra). I've used TypeScript, React, Python, FastAPI,
Postgres and a lot more to do that.

POSITION, MAY — NOV 2022 (7 MONTHS)

Front-end Developer @ EPAM Systems

EPAM  is a large American software company and a founding member of

the MACH Alliance.

At EPAM, I've worked on the UI kit for the internal projects. Here, the

codebase was mostly fresh, we've used TypeScript  and Jotai . It was

nice, but after the active phase of the project ended, I've decided to leave,
take a break and reconsider my job preferences. After changing three full-
time positions in under 2 years, I thought it would be nice to find something
really clicking with me.

POSITION, NOV 2021 — APR 2022 (6 MONTHS)

React Native Developer @ MCC Soft

MCC Soft is a software company based in Germany, mostly aimed at
medical software, but also working on various other projects.

In November 2021, I joined MCC Soft as a React Native developer. It was a

whole new experience with React Native , and I have finally worked with

TypeScript  in a "real" project. Here I was working in a small team

developing a mobile app that helps using a certain medical device. I've
worked on numerous features, such as dark theme support and a rework of
several app screens

POSITION, MAR — NOV 2021 (7 MONTHS)

Front-end Developer @ Intetics

After 3 years of freelancing, I was ready to settle and try a full-time job. In
Intetics I was building the UI of an online educational service. It was full of
legacy code and the codebase was large, so it was an interesting
experience

POSITION, SEP 2020 — MAR 2021 (7 MONTHS)

Fullstack Developer @ Freelance

At this point, it was time to expand my skillset to front-end development, so

I have started with React  and JavaScript

POSITION, APR 2018 — SEP 2020 (2.4 YEARS)

Back-end Developer @ Freelance

At first, I have started working on back-end freelance projects. It was a great
start for my career, I have built several projects using Flask and later also
aiohttp

Dmitry Gritsenko
 Front-end Developer
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